Painter Preservation has extensive experience in recording, evaluating, and recommending treatments for historic properties in the San Francisco Bay Area. Over the last eighteen years, Painter Preservation has completed nearly 200 intensive-level surveys and evaluations for single historic resources or small-scale historic districts in the larger Bay Area, including for communities and private property owners in Alameda, Lake, Marin, Mendocino, Monterey, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Sonoma Counties, with a special focus on Sonoma County. We have undertaken twelve multiple property surveys, with a total of 830 individual resources, in Sonoma County. All surveys are accompanied by a historic context statement in order to evaluate the subject resources for eligibility for listing in local, the California Register of Historical Resources or National Register of Historic Places. As a result of this experience, we are very familiar with the built environment resources and history of the region. Painter Preservation has completed two multiple property surveys in Santa Rosa, one in the Junior College neighborhood with students from the Cultural Resource Management program at Sonoma State University, and one for the Fourth Street corridor for the Santa Rosa Mixed Use Environmental Impact Report. Recent projects are an Historic Resource Evaluation for the Flamingo Hotel; compliance with the Secretary of Interiors Standards for final historic approvals for the DeTurk Winery Village redevelopment project; and compliance with the Secretary of Interiors Standards for final historic approvals for The Cannery at Railroad Square redevelopment project. We have also providing training to Santa Rosa’s Cultural Heritage Board on historic preservation regulations and how to interpret the Secretary of Interior’s Standards. We currently hold on-call contracts for cultural resource consulting services for the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department and with the County of Mendocino Department of Transportation, both with Alta Archaeological Consulting. Our office is in the Railroad Square Historic District in Santa Rosa.